Seminar Abstract
This research investigates the nature and drivers of luxury. To start, a conceptual definition of luxury is offered and operationalized. Next, after a quick overview of the (surprisingly) sparse literature on luxury research, a luxury index is developed. This simple index allows interesting and surprising insights as well as a number of managerial recommendations.

Subsequently, experiments on limited editions are described and interesting implications for luxury design and management are drawn. The experiments focus on the power and profit potential of telling consumers about a lack of product availability. The experiments also reveal a strong gender-specific driver when it comes to consumers' preferences for limited editions. Next, a few hypotheses on luxury are developed and condensed into a framework. The hypotheses address the traditional nature of luxury (i.e. exclusivity, price, quality) as well as more psychological attributes of the luxury phenomenon (e.g. luxury shields, difficulty of consumption, self esteem) such Data to test the hypotheses are described and the analyses and results are discussed.

Conclusions and directions for future research conclude the presentation.
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